How to Order
TreeZero Paper

TreeZero paper is the leading 100% tree free, carbon neutral paper brand.

TreeZero has recently rebranded, and in 2017 TreeFrog paper will be known as TreeZero paper. The packaging will have a new look with the same great quality paper inside.

Office Depot™/Office Max™
Office Depot distributes TreeZero paper nationally. Contact your account manager to add TreeZero SKU 537338 to your core contract, to receive your quote and order the product.

Purchase on TCPN contract with SKU 537338.

Note: Although Office Depot and Office Max have merged, TreeZero paper is available on the Office Depot ordering system. Following the conversion from the Office Max software to the Office Depot platform, you will be able to add the SKU/product to your contract. Also, paper is stocked in all Office Depot distribution centers and some Office Max distribution centers.

Staples (Southeast Region)
Staples distributes TreeZero paper in the southeast region of the U.S. To purchase through Staples SE, contact your Staples representative to request that SKU 697216 is added to your core contract and to receive a quote.

TreeZero paper is also available to any organization that purchases under the State of Georgia contract with Staples.

Note: If you are a Staples customer located outside of the southeast region of the U.S., please send your request to purchase TreeZero paper to your Staples representative and to info@treezero.com. TreeZero is expanding its distribution with Staples and will work directly with Staples to process your request.

W.B. Mason
Purchase TreeZero paper with SKU TFLTRP100-10.

Artlite Office Supply (Atlanta Area)
Purchase with SKU AOSTREEFROG at www.artlite.net by searching “TreeZero.”

Ricoh Canada
To purchase TreeZero paper, please call 1-800-430-6229 or 1-800-268-2032 or email billablesupplies@ricoh.ca. The SKU is 316TFLTRP100.

Government Purchases
TreeZero paper is available on GSA FSSI 0S3 contract using SKU 537338.

Note: “Online” pricing does not represent a negotiated contract price.

Contact Us
If you have any questions regarding how to purchase TreeZero paper or need assistance, contact Susan Paddock at susan.paddock@treezero.com or (404) 949-3253.

If your distributor does not carry TreeZero paper, please send a request to your distributor and copy TreeZero at info@treezero.com.
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